SV40 recombinants carrying a d(CT.GA)22 sequence show increased genomic instability.
Repetitive d(CT.GA)n sequences are commonly found in eukaryotic genomic DNA. They are frequently located in sites involved in genetic recombination or in promoter regions. To test for their possible biological function, a d(CT.GA)22 synthetic sequence was introduced into the genome of SV40, since it constitutes an appropriate model system for eukaryotic chromatin. When SV40 infects permissive cells, it proliferates in the form of a minichromosome. The simple repetitive sequence indicated above was inserted at the unique HpaII site of SV40 (at nt 346), and the genomic stability of SV40 recombinants carrying the d(CT.GA)22 sequence (SV/CT22 viruses) was analyzed. Upon serial passage through permissive CV1 cells, SV/CT22 recombinants show an increased production of defective viruses. Generation of SV/CT22 variants is likely to take place via recombination between and within viral molecules. The enhancement of the rate of recombination induced by the repetitive sequence is likely to be related to its known propensity to form triple-stranded structures. Many different variants coexist in the same viral population indicating that the mechanism by which they are produced is not unique. One variant (SV/X), showing a replicative advantage, was characterized in detail. Variant SV/X accounts for a large proportion of the total viral population. Its genomic organization corresponds to a tandem duplication of an early SV40 DNA fragment spanning from approx. nt 3200-nt 160. Variant SV/X contains a duplicated SV40 ori.